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Warbirds Over Wanaka April 2010
Warbirds over Wanaka is always
a major highlight on the New
Zealand air show calendar. Held
every second year at Easter, this
premier event brings enthusiasts
from all around the world. It is
rated as one of the top Warbird
Air shows worldwide. Set in a
natural amphitheatre with stunning
backdrops there is nowhere quite
like Wanaka. Attracting up to one
Rakaia Gorge
Lake Clearwater and Lake Camp,
Clearwater is on the right
hundred thousand spectators over
three days it is an event not to be
missed.
We had been watching the
forecast for about a week and
it didn’t look too promising for
some areas of the South Island.
With the decision to get away on
Wednesday March 31 we could
easily make Rangiora and then
worry about how far we might
get the following day. We had
3 aircraft in convoy with a forth
joining us in Rangiora later in the
day. I had arranged to meet Jerry
Savage, an aviator keen to see my
Pulsar as he had just purchased
one on Trade Me and wanted to
see how it performed. We had
favourable tail winds for most of
Richard Pearce’s aeroplane at the
site of his ﬁrst ﬂight.
the ﬂight and our ﬁrst stop was
Wanganui. Topping up with a
small amount of fuel and making
use of the cafe for coffee and more
breakfast. Having had an early
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start our stomachs were starting to
rumble. With the air show practice
day not starting until Thursday
and the deterrent weather, we
had heard very little radio chatter.
Arriving into Rangiora we were
met by Jerry. With our gear
Spectacular water colours as we
traverse Lake Benmore
unloaded I took Jerry for a 30
minute ﬂight to familiarize him
with the handling of the Pulsar.
He was suitably impressed and
while he had made his purchase
sight unseen and not even ﬂown
in a Pulsar he was now satisﬁed
he had made the right decision.
Jerry then shuttled the six of us to
our motel accommodation and on
each of the trips we collected fuel
for the planes. The Rotax engines
we run are not suited to running
Avgas with its high lead content.
Jerry joined us for dinner at a
nearby pub and he was able to
glean some valuable information
about the Pulsar and its ﬂying
characteristics. With a good night’s
sleep Jerry was on hand again the
There is 116 km of shore line on
Lake Benmore! The glaciar colours
are truly spectacular even under a
cloudy sky.
Fingers of land extend into the
lake.
next morning to run us back to the
airport. We were now a squadron
of four aircraft with the late arrival
on John and Julie Bubb in their
Sport Cruiser. Departing Rangiora I
had given the group a track which
took them inland up through the
Rakaia Gorge past Lake Coleridge
and then on to Lake Heron, Lake
Clearwater and ﬁnally down
the Rangitata River to Rangitata
Island Airﬁeld. This is not actually
an island except when in a once
in a one hundred year ﬂood the
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water levels rise and surround it.
This was all new territory to most
of the team and they arrived at
Rangitata buzzing. There is some
spectacular scenery in the back
county highlands of ours.
Leaving Rangitata we tracked to
the Richard Pearce monument. This
monument was errected in honour
of a man who ﬂew some nine
months before the Wright Brothers,
albeit that the ﬂight ended with
a crash into a gorse hedge! An
interesting read is the Riddle of
Richard Pearce for those that want
Parked up at Omarama for lunch.
John and Julie Bubb arrive in their
Sport Cruiser.
to know more about the exploits of
this man. He was well ahead of his
time.
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From the monument we followed
the Opihi River toward Fairlie,
tracking through Burkes Pass
into MacKenzie country. A bit of
interesting history on MacKenzie
can be found here. http://
www.laketekapolodge.co.nz/
mackenzie.html
From here we headed south to
Lake Benmore. This is the largest
manmade lake in New Zealand
with an area of more than 75
square kilometres. It actually holds
more than one and half times
the volume of water found in
Wellington Harbour! It was created
An interesting discussion ensued
with Gavin Wills, founder of Glide
Omarama.
in the 1960s’ with the building of
the Benmore Dam. At the time this
was the largest solid earth dam
in the southern hemisphere. The
hydro dam is the second largest
producer of electric power in
the country behind Manapouri
producing some 540 megawatts.
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above: One of over 70 private
aircraft in the park.
My passenger, Lindsay Brown,
pickets the Pulsar
Flying down Lake Benmore just
took our breath away with its
stunning water colour and the
leaves on the deciduous trees
turning their ﬁery reds and yellows.
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Arriving at Omarama we were
soon parked and ready for lunch.
This is one of the world’s premier
gliding locations and lays claim to
many gliding height and distance
achievements.
We spent quite some time
talking with Gavin Wills over
lunch, previously occupied as
a Geologist, an internationally
qualiﬁed Mountain and Ski Guide,
a professional River Guide and
an Avalanche consultant, Gavin
has operated businesses in New
Zealand and various wild parts of
the globe. As a documentary ﬁlm
maker he produced and directed
the prize winning gliding movies
“Windborn” and “Champions of
the Wave”.
With our stomachs satisﬁed we
took our fuel containers into
Omarama Township. This is only a
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ﬁve minute walk from the airﬁeld
but when you have to carry 24
litres of fuel back it does tend to
stretch the arms a bit! Bill Sisley
found an old broom stick handle
in which to put through the fuel
container, thus sharing the load
with his passenger Brian Fergus.
Gassed up we were under way
again. The ﬁnal obstacle in our
path was the mighty Lindis Pass.
With a need to be higher than
3,500 feet it is often impassable
due to high winds or low cloud.
1941’ish Indian Chief courier MC
In the spirit of of the day.
While the wind was up a bit the
turbulence was not an issue. With
a lack of air trafﬁc arrivals at
Wanaka we were all cleared for a
straight in approach.
Arriving at the aircraft parking
area it was time to unload and
get all the planes tied down. I
managed to get a ride into town
with one of the pilots picketed next
to me who had organised a rental
car. The others somehow found
their own way to the Edgewater
Lodge where we had rooms
booked for the next three days. The
Edgewater is situated on the shores
of Lake Wanaka with stunning
views…and prices! At $300.00
a night per room we really didn’t
get our monies worth
as most of our time was
spent at the air show or
food gathering in town.
However overall we
did have a really great
time. While the weather
predictions for our time
away had not been great
and we had wondered
at times if we would even
make it, surprisingly we
had fantastic weather all
the way and it was very
warm with it.
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The air show itself was the highly
polished routine that we have
come to expect, with nonstop
action as soon as the airspace
closed to all other trafﬁc. We spent
most of the Friday’s practice day
looking at ground exhibits. Aerial
attractions this year included an
A6M3 Japanese Zero, one of only
two airworthy examples in the
world and the Royal Australian
Air Force’s FA 18 Hornets. Back
again this year was Jurgis Kairys
performing what he called “some
Nooky talks to these gunners on
the 40 mm Bofors gun until he
realizes one of them is a dummy!
The ladies singing troop arrive by
Jeep.
organised chaos”. This year ﬂying
the Juka, an aircraft designed by
him, he puts on a stunning routine
with the power to weight ratio of
his plane allowing a virtual hover!
Those that have a desire to ﬁnd
out more about the show and
aircraft visiting this year will enjoy
the information in the site below.
http://www.warbirdsoverwanaka.
com/2010_aircraft.html
While I had many more photos,
here are a few of the images
that sum up a taste of the show.
For the group that came with me
we had planned a get away on
the Sunday morning before the
airspace closed for the air show.
The show features many
explosions as the aircraft attack
the ﬁeld
The route up the west coast was
not looking possible with low
cloud through the Haast Pass.
We had thought there would be
enough time to go and look and
then get back past Wanaka but
with a few delays we suddenly
found ourselves with only half an
hour to be vacated or we would
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be stuck for the entire day.
Wing walking is not something you
see too often these days
We quickly decided that we would
try and get back to Omarama
again. Airborne just after 9 am
we found our passage blocked
through the Linda Pass. With all
our maps folded ready for a west
coast departure we needed to land
and sort out our next best option.
With some radio consultation, we
headed to Cromwell. Landing at
the racecourse airﬁeld we soon had
the appropriate maps folded for the
next leg of the journey. With lots of
broken cloud about we headed off
to Alexandra and then North East
to Ranfurly. We looked at taking
Danseys Pass but cloud shrouded
the area and we didn’t want to
have to back track.
Clear of the ranges now we
headed for Oamaru. Tail winds
began to push us along with a
ground speed over 135 knots. The
plan was now to go to Ashburton
where both Brian Fergus and Bill
Harvards by the score in a eye
catching ﬂy bye before they go into
their show.
Australia’s FA 18 Hornets being
delivered by the USAF do a ﬂy by to
the delight of the aviation fans.
Sisley had contacts that would
collect us from the airﬁeld. Typical
of Murphy’s Law, no matter how
many different phones they rang,
no one was home. After all, it was
Easter Sunday! Myself and Nooky
added Avgas to top up our tanks
while Bill and Brian decided to go
to Rangiora and ﬁnd some Mogas.
Passing overhead Rangiora, Bill
called me on the radio to say
that a number had tried to get
up the coast but had been turned
back with the inclement weather.
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I thought that it may have been
possible to go further inland and
get through that way. I got as far as
Culverden before the way ahead
became blocked by low cloud.
Arriving back at Rangiora
Part of the Kiwi Blue Parachute
team
we had only been on the ground
15 minutes when the call came
through that several had made it
up the coast. In the air again we
set off to the north. By Gore Bay
the cloud was again back but not
quite as bad as before. I slowed
to 80 knots and it was possible
to see several kilometres ahead.
I kept the coast in site in case a
reverse turn was suddenly needed.
Conditions remained much the
same although I could hear some
ahead of me having difﬁculty and
gave it away to land at Kaikoura.
Slightly out to sea we found a clear
patch and were able to continue on
until just north of the Clarence River
where the cloud just magically
disappeared.
Crossing Cook Strait we set a
The City of Christchurch U.S.A.F.
Hercules used to ferry supplies to
the ice in Antarctica. Crowds are
more than ten deep at the ﬂight
line jam up to have a look at the
spectacular display of aircraft.
heading for Wanganui. In familiar
territory now we were soon on
the ground where we paid the
required landing fee and topped
up the tanks again for the ﬁnal
time. Arriving home with 50
minutes daylight to spare we
had completed the ﬁnal leg from
Wanaka to Thames in six hours
twelve minutes which included the
extra forty minutes up to Culverden
and back to Rangiora. While
attending the air show is always
great, after ﬁve visits now, the
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ﬂight there and back remains the
highlight for me. We have some
impressive country to see in such a
small area. From huge mountains to
the sea in less than one hours ﬂying
time we can travel coast to coast in
most parts of the country.
Giovanni’s Furio. A very fast all
‘Carbon’ example made here in NZ
and offered as a kit.
The link here will give you
more information on the Furio:
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/
business/news/article.cfm?c_
id=3&objectid=10524764
Until next time, safe ﬂying.

Cliff McChesney

Cromwell to Alexandra while the weather holds out.

